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The Femellectual is a multimedia feminist publication assembled
and edited annually by the Miami University Women’s Center
intern staff. This year’s issue, “Our Heroes,” is dedicated to
celebrating the bravery and honesty of the human experience.
This year’s publication showcases varied mediums and
modes of artistic expression, including the human form in its
most authentic and natural manifestation (nudity). The art and
literature featured in the Spring 2016 Fem are lived narratives
that give weight to the multiplicity of humanity through
expressions of both pain and triumph. The pieces that we, as a
staff, have chosen to include feature explicit and graphic
language, celebrations of gender, sexuality, race, and an
acknowledgement that interpersonal and sexual violence exists.
We believe in the courage of sharing all of the dimensions of our
own truths. In doing so we hope to rejoice in our strength and
find power against adversity.
The Fem aims to speak love and justice through the stories
of our contributors. We acknowledge each person’s unique
perspective, and we understand that our readers may find some
material to be triggering. As with all things, we encourage you to
exercise self care and self love as you enjoy this publication.
The Femellectual is a literary publication of the Women’s
Center; the contents reflect the views of the individual authors
and contributors and not necessarily those of Miami University or
the Women’s Center.
We continually solicit contributions for The Femellectual
that highlight the many voices of the Miami community. If you
have questions about our publication or would like to submit a
piece of writing or visual art, please contact The Femellectual
editorial staff at mufemellectual@gmail.com or visit our website
at muwomenscenter.wordpress.com.
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nonbinary
Silver Flight
dear world,
stop cramming us into your dichotomy.
stop saying “but you’re really a ____”
for your own comfort.
stop asking what my “real name” is.
I haven’t used that name in
eight
years.
you search for it behind my back,
and when you find out what it is
you hold it over me like some power the ability to reduce me to the 7-year-old kid
who was just trying to fit into the molds produced by
society
with no voice, no vocabulary to identify in any other way.
you erase my identity and replace it with one more
pleasing to you
also, stop assuming skirts and dresses = girl
you act like the instant I wear a skirt I’ve somehow
*changed back to a girl*
you celebrate it, even.
but if wearing a dress makes me “girly” then
why doesn’t wearing pants make me “manly”?
for real,
what’s so terrible about people varying
the types of fabric they drape over themselves?
let it go.
let go of these socially constructed ideals of gender
and let us be who we are.
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My Two Miamis
Mary Martin
My story starts rather simply. I came to Miami as an eager first year,
excited for an education and a community to call home. It seems,
though, that my time here split in two. Indeed, I had two distinct
“Miamis.”
At one Miami, my hope of the life I could lead in college
became a reality. I felt surrounded by opportunity, love, passion… I
felt connected to my new friends and soon to be Miami family. My
zeal for my time at Miami was infectious; and, soon enough, I was a
SOUL and an RA, sharing my Miami with thousands of others
students.
On the surface all seemed well. But underneath a horrendous
reality glared for many to see, others to not, and, more disturbingly,
for the overall Miami culture to ignore.
My other Miami did not fit well into the idea of Love and
Honor. In the shadows of every meaningful Miami experience I had,
there were lurking, all-consuming memories that I preferred to
ignore… memories of threats of baseball bats, of groups of
intoxicated men throwing walnuts while shouting suggestive and
shockingly inappropriate comments about my body…one experience
led to two, three, four… and soon enough I found myself, as a
sophomore, reporting three cases of harassment, receiving one No
Contact Order, and experiencing enough anxiety and fear to consider
leaving the beautiful place I could finally call home.
My two Miamis couldn’t remain separate. They fused, as they
were bound to eventually, into one story: a story of resilience, a story
of one woman’s struggle with the threat of sexual violence during her
pursuit of higher education. With guidance and support, I realized
that I wasn’t alone, and that I certainly wasn’t paranoid for thinking
the system was working against me, for it has for nearly all women
for all of history. To students also struggling with the negative effects
of sexual violence or its threat: there are people who are here for you.
You are important. So is your story.
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Phoenix
Marissa Lane

when people ask you why
you stayed for so long—
when you ask yourself—
say:
i was curious.
say:
i wanted to know
how it feels
to set yourself
on fire
every fucking day
for one year,
to have someone
lick their own fingers
before caressing
your flames
to hear them
say:
you’re imagining things.
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Someone Else’s Face
Timothy Bay

I know who people see when they look at me,
they see the person I was ‘meant’ to be, the person I
rejected long ago. The conservative Catholic, the cisgender straight male, the upstanding social figureit’s his face I wear, his face people see when they appraise me for the first time. I want to kill him, this
stranger whose face I wear, to make his face mine.
That can’t be done, of course- he doesn't exist and
society isn't going to change on a mere whim- and so
I become the echo of his footsteps and slip away into
a soundless scream against my own social nonexistence. I hate him more than anyone knows.
I am tired of being invisible, tired of 'not existing'
for all practical social purposes. People like me aren't
supposed to exist. Agender? Pansexual? Atheist?
Marxist? These things aren't acknowledged to exist
or, when they do materialize, do so only as insults. I
am all of them and more, much more, and so I am
not. Being and nonbeing strive within me: I am in the
world, but I am not of it. Present society does not,
cannot, recognize me for what I truly am. Yet, despite
what spellcheck seems to think, I do, in fact, exist.
I have framed this in personal terms thus fartipping my hand a little, telling a small part of my
story- yet it must be pointed out that this is certainly
not a personal question, it is essentially a story about
the systematic oppression of transgender and nonbinary people in capitalist society and the struggle
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SOMEONE

against that oppression. People like me are
ELSES FACE
sometimes the lucky ones- we ‘merely’ don't exist
and rage against our invisibility, while countless
others are assaulted, harassed, driven to suicide, and
even murdered for not conforming precisely to social
norms. It is necessary to conduct relentless war
against this oppression, and against all other forms of
oppression and exploration. The dialectical interaction and material basis of all forms of oppression
must be analyzed- in order that oppression can be
torn out by the roots and incinerated in the fiery
wrath of the coming revolution- and there is only one
political theory capable of this, only one philosophyMarxism- that offers a scientific understanding of
society.
At the risk of returning to a personal framework,
the one aspect of my appearance that can hardly be
misunderstood reflects standpoint. A small pin, rarely
noticed yet ever present, embodies me. The pin
changes from day to day- Lenin, Marx and Engels,
Trotsky, and, most commonly, Rosa Luxemburg- but I
am always wearing one. The pin is, once again,
someone else’s face, but it is a face that represents
me far better than his face, the one I wear but do not
own, and one that I have chosen- insofar as we
choose anything- for myself. Perhaps that is enough,
perhaps not. Either way, it is what I have and it will
serve until the day comes when the revolution rises
up and, in a voice that is legion, proclaims,
“I was, I am, I shall be!”
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Blinders
David Shoemaker

BLINDERS

They believe in the dream…
But they don’t know how hard
it is to dream when you sleep
on the church’s steps
They believe in hard work…
But they don’t know what it
feels like to do homework with
no food in your
stomach
They believe in family values…
Yet when can the family be
together when your mom
works three jobs a week

They said, “You’re so noble to want
to work with those kids”
But working with the kids actually means learning from the
kids
They expect me to be silent when
they dehumanize my friends
But I have learned how to use a
voice that they kept silent for
so many years
They don’t understand why “these
people” destroy their own
neighborhoods
But is it a neighborhood without a grocery store, a public
school, and a park?
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BLINDERS

They say…
“All Lives Matter”
“Get a job”
“Stop shooting each other”
“What about Affirmative Action”
“The Irish had it even worse”
“Look at the Asians”
“That’s what happens when you listen to rap music”
“Get off of welfare”
“I didn’t create slavery”
“I have a black friend”
“I don’t see color”
I hope to say…
Is that what our judicial system says?
Are you hiring then?
Zimmerman gets off for it. Leshaun does not.
White women benefited the most
They killed black people to obtain whiteness
Model Minorities are not a real thing
Same goes for white males & country music I guess
Get off of capitalism’s dick
But most of your ancestors benefited from it
Would you shoot them unarmed as well?
But every institution in our country does
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BLINDERS

Privilege is the eye blinders that we see on horses.
Animals.com tells us that “horses that pull wagons
and carriages wear blinders to prevent them from becoming distracted or panicked by what they see behind the wagon.” Privilege is the toxic eye blinder of
human beings. It keeps them comfortable and unware
as they oppress the with their unfounded opinions
and hostile judgment. Like the horse, we continue to
panic as we look behind us and face the ugly truth of
who the wagon is transporting and who is driving that
wagon. But this is needed to direct the wagon towards one of justice.
So please, I beg all of us, let’s remove the blinders.
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Holy Mother
Jessie Motts

My mother’s father lived in her eldest brother’s jaw,
and that was it. Only photos spoke of the resemblance. That
brother wouldn’t, her other siblings couldn’t, all hushed into
neglect’s silence. He had left before my mother was born, his
only legacy being the trail of questions that followed him out
the door.
And, like any loyal son or daughter, the siblings
carried his legacy with them. It coiled around and into them,
stopping just at their lips. They may have kept their mouths
shut, but it found its own way to leak. I didn’t see it until
maturity had blinked the stars from my relatives’ auras: one
uncle was not a titan, but an alcoholic; another played the
comic to mask the cynic; the aunt was an escape artist of
such skill that even she seemed unaware of her own trick.
And yet, there was my mother.
She had grown up with three siblings in a neighborhood of nuclear families. Some households had thirteen
children, others two. The television had not yet replaced the
habit of playing until the streetlamp curfew, so the youth
could be seen on the streets. Back when city housing didn’t
ring with today’s connotations, back when the family awaited
the father’s return to sit down to a meal. If you were to ask
my mother, she would tell you that she was the only person
she knew who never awaited that kind of arrival. But when
she would tell you this, when she would describe how poverty
feels in the presence of wealth, the last thing you’d hear in
her voice would be self-pity. Defeat would not characterize
her tone, but defiance.
My younger ears heard Muhammad Ali in her words,
but my present ears know better. For she fashioned a masterpiece without counsel. She founded a unit without the confidence of prior knowledge. My mother has brought about a
different kind of divine creation. It lives in letters from
home, in an overworked oven, in the place her feet held at an
elementary bus stop. From dust, she made life anew. She
became her own father, and to me, a god.
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America
Eva Fischer–Rech

This piece began on a Friday night, unenthusiastically spent
at a sporting event. I hadn't known that I would have to go,
or I would have thought to bring my current bell hooks' book
or possibly I would have used it as a chance to catch up on
homework. However I did not have this foresight and was
dropped off with only the contents of my purse and what
I was wearing, which, per usual, included my polaroid camera.
I was bored and disgusted by the overwhelming sense of
idolization in an institution, and in a country, which had such
questionable morals. Then I saw the headdress. The boy who
was proudly parading around in it is a year above me. He's
very well known for having quite the ego and his hate-speech
against many minorities, especially women. I told my friend
next to me that I had to get a photo of it, and she jokingly
told me not to waste film on such a gross sight.
I told her I wouldn't and sneaked a photo with my phone.
In her statement, as well as this experience, I found inspiration
for this piece. He had not yet encountered me, otherwise he
would have likely guessed that my intentions were to ridicule
such appropriative and disgusting behavior like I'm sure his
friends in the stands had. Well they probably thought "what
the hell is that feminist bitch doing" but oh well. I approached
him with a flirty smile and enthusiastic voice, and asked him if
I could "get a photo of him showing school spirit!" His ego
did not disappoint and his friend made a joke about the
paparazzi wanting him. As I walked away with the polaroid,
I wonder if he saw the exposed Venus tattoo on my back, or
better yet what it meant.
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Wild Woman
Phoebe Myers

I remember who taught me not to be swallowed.
She wore a necklace of antlers
sprawled on her collar bone,
which was as delicate
as folded paper.
She told me to learn to zip my own dresses
and fasten my bracelets.
She said, “Draw yourself up until you’re too big

to be caught by boys with fish trap fingers.”
I’m slippery
and as loud as the day I was born.
An ever-changing monolith
of hard-earned blue
granite.
I’m impossible to contain.

What we release to the universe causes a series of chain reactions.
And in order to change the world we must challenge it.
--Ronnie Manglona

Demystifying the Physical Body
Kelsy Chesser

These photographs were originally part of a social
performance piece called "Demystifying The Physical Body"
in which my friends and I took part in a textural experiment to
form new relationships with our physical bodies through their
responses to various textured substances and to each other. I
then overlaid the photographs, originally documentation of an
ephemeral performance, with one another to create a new life for
them. By subverting the bodies with color and lighting, taking
them farther from reality visually, I wanted to create a demystified

space for them to exist in, outside of the social constraints of
which our bodies are subject to the moment we're born.

Exposed
Anonymous

In the gynecological office, a woman is
exposed. Taking off her clothes and opening her legs
for an examination, there is no hiding. The most
sensitive part of her body is seen and inspected
closely under the light.
May 19th of last summer, I sat on the
examination table waiting for my first real gynecological exam, age 20. I was at the college health clinic
and had just come from my organic chemistry class.
The doctor entered the room and greeted me with
friendly conversation and smiles. She then gloved up
and gathered the metal instruments. I leaned back.
She gently reminded me that I had to open my legs,
then helped a little with her hands. She inserted the
speculum slowly. I closed my eyes and turned my
head away. I felt my eyes rolling back. My whole body
was tense as just one tear rolled down my right
temple.
Retraumatization is what they call this. Within
seconds of the pelvic exam, not knowing why or how,
my mind felt jittery. However, I held my calm composure. The doctor pulled away from the examination
table, “You look completely normal; it’s just a yeast
infection, very common. Also, your cervix is pink, so
you’re about to menstruate.” By the time I had sat up,
I had wiped away the tear. I asked, “Can I still get the
STI tests?” She grabbed me a cup of water and asked,
“Why do you still want the STI tests?” As soon as the
words came out of her mouth, she followed with,
“You know what, let’s talk in my office. I’ll meet you
there in a second, okay?” I got dressed and sat
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myself across from her desk, with my hands folded in
my lap and knees pressed tight together. She sat
down and began to inquire as to how I was feeling.
She then asked, “So why do you want to get a test?
The paperwork indicates that you are not yet sexually
active.” My stoic composure was betrayed by my
starting to cry.
I finally mustered out, “I’ve had things happen
to me that I didn’t really like.” She asked when it
happened: “middle school.” She asked who the
perpetrator was: “my brother.” She sat with me while I
answered questions that no one had asked me before.
She then picked up the phone and told me, “You
know, I’d like to make an appointment for you to see a
really good counselor here. She’s seen other victims
who have experienced sexual trauma.”
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Gilded Girl
Eva Fischer-Rech
innocence is assumed
in her wistful blonde hair
and fragile frame
but her mossy eyes- overwatered
give her age away
she deflects her pain with precision
but if she chooses to let you
her sentiment can be guessed
when she reveals the layers of sediment
accumulated inside her chest
around her amygdala too many thoughts bounce
she takes it out on herself
-takes life out of herself, ounce by ounce
something to distract from the trauma that haunts
the memories taunt her,
hiding so long, and then all of a sudden- popping out!
consistently locking her up with others
who now cannot be distinguished from the sickness in
their heads
forced to float above life on the high of their meds
she relives her agony for perverted affection
and exposes herself for the validation of erection
infinitely insecure in her body and her mind
unknown to her that caves of her being are gold-lined
but throughout the years she has been over-mined
by thieves who didn’t give a damn
that the precious metal was load bearing
still she’s the only one oblivious to the gold she’s wearing
too deeply focused on the internal void
she only sees that which she’s destroyed.
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NICOLE

These statements can be read best from the top left moving towards the bottom
right. While most of the statements have come from family members, many have
been issued from male partners, and a few have been said by friends of all genders.
The intentions were often well meaning. Multiple and worse opinions have been
ushered since the creation of this piece. --Nicole Anselmo
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Bodies in Power
I was inspired to do a body positivity photoshoot because our
bodies deserve liberation. Liberation from hatred, embarrassment, and ridicule. Regardless of how “imperfect” we may perceive them to be, our bodies are both purposeful and powerful.
Body positivity is not just about self-love; it’s about fighting to
change the structural dynamics that cause us to believe only
certain bodies should be valued. Your body is worthy of

admiration and the highest level of respect.

The bravery of the canvases in these photos has empowered
me to change the way I view my body on a daily basis. I hope it
does the same for you.
Fuck Body Shaming.
- -Deana Williams

“I have a very conflicted relationship with my body - but it is what allows me to
exist in the world, and that right there deserves love.” --Magda Orlander

“Caring for myself is not self-indulgence, it is self-preservation,
and that is an act of political warfare.” -- Audre Lorde
The images of this art piece have been removed from the online
edition per Miami University policy. The piece originally featured four
bodies of varying shapes, sizes, and colors in their natural nude state.
Deana Williams, the creative force of the piece, gave participants a
blank space to explore and express their relationship with their
physical self. This space allowed a temporary break from the social
constraints placed on our bodies, and participants used that freedom
to process physical aspects of the human condition such as beauty,
pain, sexuality, ability, and the senses. While the photographs were

removed, the participants’ quotes remain to testify to the power of
this momentary, incomplete liberation.
Just as the participants in this art piece reclothed to return to a world
full of expectation and obligation, the art piece was forced to clothe
itself under societal pressure. The images - which symbolize purity of
self, empowerment, and self-love - faced backlash and censorship.
Viewers sexualized these bodies in ways that contradict the
expression and declarations of participants as the piece was created.
The university’s decision to consider these images as pornographic

“Your body will carry you through the rest of your life. You owe a lot of gratitude to it. It’s important to love both your spiritual and physical manifestations
because they’re both reflections of who you are.“ --Lauren Salem

“Living in this body is the only way you can experience things. If you don’t love the
ship that you’re in, you can’t admire everything around you. “ --Anonymous

material demonstrates the devaluing and demonizing of the natural
body, particularly the natural femme amd queer body. Participants’
judgment was questioned as if individuals who freely consented to
take part in such an art piece could not make informed decisions.
The opposition these images confronted as they left the pure space
in which they were created and entered into mainstream society
reminds us of the daily fight for freedom of self, freedom from
sexualization and objectification, and freedom to love our physical
existence.
The interns at the Women’s Center wish to express our respect and
admiration for the bravery, vulnerability, and tenacity of the
participants and the creative director of this piece. We acknowledge
your autonomy, and we act in solidarity with your struggle towards
liberation and bountiful self-love.

“i love myself.'
the
quietest.
simplest.
most
powerful.
revolution.
ever.”
-- Nayyirah Waheed

“This project has allowed me to reclaim my body and my sexuality. It’s totally natural for
people to struggle with parts of their body because the world we live in inflicts certain
traumas on us. But we should all look at the ways that our bodies allow us to do what
we love. That’s the power of your relationship with your body.” ---Lana Pochiro
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White Is the New Black I
A. D. Taylor

It was close to closing time. The place was dead
and I was wiping down tables. Tracey was at the counter
rolling silver. She had a knack for opening her big mouth
and letting stupid random shit spill out of it whenever we
were alone together--even if I didn’t feel like hearing it.
I’ve always felt like I was a black woman trapped in a
white woman’s body, she said. That’s the way I was raised
to be--neither of my parents are black though. But God, I
love the culture--I went to a black church while I was still
growing up--still do. I was even in the choir for a few
years. I listen to all kinds of music too--jazz, neo-soul, hip
hop, rap--old school rap--that newer rap shit is something
I can’t get with though, I will admit.
Anyway, I was always close to them--the black
people in my church. I went to school with some of the
kids while I was in middle school. I moved neighborhoods
at the beginning of high school, so I didn’t get to see them
as much, but some of them remained friends for a while
after that. I haven’t heard much from them recently; I
wonder how they’re doing.
I really miss the greens my friend Jada’s mom used
to make… That was the other reason why I know I could
have easily been a black woman--I love the food. I sure
can cook the food too--but not as good as Jada’s mom. I
swear those greens were seasoned just right. And
whenever they had cornbread over there it was always
made from scratch. I really miss having Sunday dinners
over at her house….
Anyway, I was all about that life when I was your
age. I still like being around black people today. Like the
way I like being around you. I feel like I fit right in you
know? It’s always come so naturally to me. I really do feel.
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The door swung open and a gust of wind carried in the
smell of whiskey with them, flooded the whole restaurant. Three white women--drunken, early thirties, and
country with their trucker hats on and cut off levis.
They eyed me quietly as they sauntered to the nearest
empty booth, muddying up the floors I had just mopped
clean thirty minutes ago with their caked boots.
Tracy shut her mouth. I felt her look at me but I did not
look at her--I hadn’t the whole time since she’d started
talking. She was looking to see if I’d take the table. I
didn’t want it. But I wanted the money, if they’d leave
any. She took my silence as my willingness to greet
them, so she slid off the stool and hobbled to the back to
the kitchen.
I took three rolls of silverware to their booth. I greeted
them. I was tired, they were drunk, but I smiled at
them like I was happy to see them. They said nothing; I
knew they could hear me though, cause they purposefully turned away when I asked what they wanted to
drink, coughing loudly, unnaturally.
I did not wait for them to justify or intensify their
ignorance. I left. Went to the back, ripped off my apron
and threw it at the wall of lockers. Tracey ducked,
snapping her head to the side as the fabric flew past
her face.
Tracey--I said. You go out there. You talk to them
drunks in the dining room. I’m going home.
But why? I thought you’d want them?
Yeah? Well they want someone else. They want
someone who isn’t black.
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White Is the New Black II
A. D. Taylor

She is thick. Heavy. Curvy. And I watch them
watch her walk away. I witness their ivory white eyeballs
nearly pop outta their black faces like stunned cartoons-like they’ve never seen a white woman with a shape to her
before, they gape at her backside.
She’s piece of pale flesh to them, and like most
men I’d witnessed before, they are dogs.
Beastly and shameless.
I expect that one of the two will chase after her.
But neither of them move. Surprisingly they stay seated
at the table close to mine, licking their lips. It makes me
sick.
Irritated, I clear my throat and turn my fleeting
attention span to my laptop. Facebook: there’s nothing
eventful going on here, even though people would like to
think so. And then I stop scrolling. “Stop struggling with
Tinisha and get you a Tammy” A shutterstock picture of
a white woman in the arms of a smiling white woman
says. I pause. I slam my laptop shut.
Who makes this shit anyway and what planet do
they live on?
“Man, white girls are better than black girls these
days. Damn.”
That was it. Right there. What the fuck is that
supposed to mean? I’ll tell you what the fuck it means: it
means that somehow, simply because some white girl
has a figure on her means that she is just as good as you-no, better than you.
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Not only because she has your body but she has the
intelligence that they assume you don't have. She has the
class, the manners, the innocence, that they assume you
don't have. And then of course it means that they assume
you have things that they don't have too--a wild attitude,
a loud mouth, and disrespect. This means that your body
is your only value. They'll tolerate your black ass just as
long as they can have your black ass--you know what I
mean?
Black men like this are stupid to me not only
because they measure all of your value solely on your
physical body, but because--what the hell has a white
woman ever done for them? Like honestly-seriously...seriously! When has a white woman stood up
for them? When has she defended them when everyone
else wants to say that they're violent, beastly animals
who don't deserve an education or future? When has she
denied that they are thugs? When has she cried over
their bodies when they've been choked, shot dead, beaten,
left in the street to bleed out for hours by the police?
When has she said their black lives matter?
That white girl is long gone, because she can walk
away whenever she wants to.
But I am still here.
I have always been here.
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